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Abstract. The size of execution data available for process mining analy-
sis grows several orders of magnitude every couple of years. Extracting
and selecting the relevant data to be analyzed on each case represents an
open challenge in the field. This paper presents a systematic literature
review on different approaches to query process data and establish their
provenance. In addition, a new query language is proposed, which over-
comes the limitations identified during the review. The proposal is based
on a combination of data and process perspectives. It provides simple
constructs to intuitively formulate questions. An implementation of the
language is provided, together with examples of queries to be applied on
different aspects of the process analysis.

Keywords: Process mining · Databases · Event logs · Query languages

1 Introduction

One of the main goals of process mining techniques is to obtain insights into
the behavior of systems, companies, business processes, or any kind of workflow
under study. Obviously, it is important to perform the analysis on the right data.
Being able to extract and query some specific subset of the data becomes crucial
when dealing with complex and heterogeneous datasets. In addition, the use of
querying tools allows finding specific cases or exceptional behavior. Whatever
the goal, analysts often find themselves in the situation in which they need to
develop ad-hoc software to deal with specific datasets, or use existing tools that
might be difficult to use, too general, or just not suitable for process analysis.

Different approaches exist to support the querying of process data. Some of
them belong to the field of Business Process Management (BPM). In this field,
events are the main source of information. They represent transactions or activ-
ities that were executed at a certain moment in time in the environment under
study. Querying this kind of data allows to obtain valuable information about
the behavior and execution of processes. There are other approaches originating
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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from the field of data provenance, which are mainly concerned with recording
and observing the origins of data. This field is closely related to scientific work-
flows, in which the traceability of the origin of experimental results becomes
crucial to guarantee correctness and reproducibility. In each of these fields, we
find query languages and techniques that focus on the particularities of their
input data. However, none of these approaches succeeds at combining process
and data aspects in an integrated way. In addition, the development of a query
mechanism that allows to exploit this combination, while being intuitive and
easy to use, represents an additional challenge to overcome.

In order to make the querying of process event data easier and more effi-
cient, we propose a new query language that exploits both process and data per-
spectives. Section 2 presents a systematic literature review, analyzing existing
solutions and comparing them. Section 3 presents our approach together with
examples of its use. Section 4 provides information about the implementation
and, finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Systematic Literature Review

In order to get an overview of existing approaches, we first concluded a system-
atic literature review [1]. Figure 1 shows an overview of the procedure. First, a
coarse set of candidate papers needs to be obtained from a scientific publications
database or through a search engine (Query). Afterward, a relevance screening
is performed in order to identify with papers are actually within the scope. To
do so, a set of criteria are defined. Only papers that fulfill these criteria pass to
the next phase. Next, a quality screening is conducted on the relevant papers.
This is done by defining some minimum quality criteria that the papers must
satisfy. Finally, with the selected papers that are relevant and have sufficient
quality, a detailed review is performed.

Fig. 1. Pipeline of the systematic review process

In accordance with the procedure described in Fig. 1, as a first step, we per-
formed a search of related papers. To do so, we chose Scopus1, one of the largest
abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature, including scientific
journals, books, and conference proceedings. This database provides a search
engine that, by means of queries, allows to specify different kinds of criteria to
filter the results.

In our case, we are interested in papers that refer to business processes or
workflows, that relate to queries and that analyze events, logs, provenance, data
or transactions. In addition, we want to filter out any work that does not belong
to the area of Computer Science, or that is not written in English. The exact
query as executed in the search engine can be observed in Listing 1.
1 http://www.scopus.com.

http://www.scopus.com
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Listing 1. Query as executed in Scopus

TITLE−ABS−KEY(“business process”OR “workflow”) AND
TITLE−ABS−KEY(“query”OR “querying”) AND
TITLE−ABS−KEY(“event”OR “log” OR “provenance”OR

“data” OR “transaction”) AND
( LIMIT−TO(SUBJAREA,“COMP” ) ) AND (
LIMIT−TO(LANGUAGE,“English”) )

The query above yielded 835 results, from the years 1994 to 2016, with the
distribution depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Distribution per year of the related work as a result of the first query on Scopus.

However, not all of these proved relevant to our topic. When performing the
relevance screening, we make a distinction between inclusive (I) and exclusive
(E) criteria. In this way, candidates that satisfy all the inclusive criteria and do
not satisfy any of the exclusive will be included in the next phase of the review.
The ones that do not satisfy all the inclusive criteria or satisfy at least one of
the exclusive ones will be discarded. The specific criteria used in this review are
listed below:

1. Does the study consider process data as input? (I)
2. Does the study use only process models as input? (E)
3. Does the study propose a language to query the data? (I)

As a result of the relevance screening phase, the whole set of 835 entries
was reduced to a set of 83 relevant works. These 83 entries are considered to
be related and in the scope of process and provenance data querying. However,
to guarantee a minimum level of detail, we defined the following criteria for the
quality screening phase:
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1. Does the study provide a sufficient description of the language?
2. If the language already exists, are the extensions, modifications, adaptations

sufficiently explained?
3. Does the study include concrete examples of application of the language?

As a result of this phase, the set of 83 relevant works was reduced to a
set of 25 papers with enough quality to be analyzed in detail. At the final
stage, these papers have been analyzed to identify their most important fea-
tures, and then compared to our approach. To do so, the content of each paper
was reviewed, closely considering the main characteristics of the approach they
describe. These characteristics refer to the kind of input data that is used by
each approach (Input data aspects), qualities related to provenance (Provenance
aspects), business processes (Business process aspects), database or artifact envi-
ronments (Database or Artifact aspects), and the nature of the questions that
can be queried with them (Query aspects). Table 1 presents the main character-
istics of the remaining 25 references and how they can be classified when looking
at the features listed below:

Input data aspects

– Event data: The approach allows to query and analyze event data.
– Model-based: The approach takes into account execution models such as

workflows, BPEL, or Petri nets.
– Storage model: A meta-model for provenance or event data storage is pro-

posed by the approach.
– Complex event processing: Different sources of events are analyzed by the

approach to infer new kinds of more complex events.
– Streams: It is possible to query streams of events instead of complete logs.

Provenance aspects

– Provenance-oriented: The approach is provenance oriented or allows to
record and query provenance information on the execution of workflows, sci-
entific workflows, business processes, etc.

– OPM-compliant: The storage model used by the approach complies with
the Open Provenance Model [2].

– Data lineage: The language allows to query about the life cycle of data, its
origins and where it moves over time.

– Dependency graphs/relations: Relations between data entities are con-
sidered by the approach. For example dependency graphs, common in the
provenance area, are used.

Business Process aspects

– Business process oriented: The approach is applied to the field of busi-
ness processes management. In addition, it considers business process spe-
cific aspects while querying, e.g., using concepts such as activities, cases,
resources, etc.
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Database or Artifact aspects

– Entities/artifacts: The approach captures information about the objects,
data entities or artifacts related to the event or provenance data. This infor-
mation can be queried as well.

– Database-oriented: The approach captures database specific data such as
schema, tables, column information, keys, objects, etc., in case the event
information is extracted from that kind of environment.

– State-aware: The state of the analyzed system is considered by the approach
at the time of capturing and querying data. This can be related to process
state, data state, versioning, etc.

Query aspects

– Graph-based: Queries and results are expressed as graphs, in which edges
are relations and nodes can be data objects, events, activities, etc.

– Relevance querying: It is possible to query about data relevance, i.e. rela-
tions between data that do not only reflect data origin.

– Semantic querying: The query language is based on or compatible with
semantic technologies such as RDF, OWL, SPARQL, etc.

– Regular path queries (RPQ): The language allows to make queries that
select nodes connected by a path on a graph based database.

– Projection queries: It is possible to query cases that fit a partial pattern
using projection.

– Temporal properties/querying: The language or technique makes it pos-
sible to query temporal properties related to the data. It can also refer to
temporal logic languages such as LTL, CTL, etc.

– Event correlation: The approach does not consider events in isolation, but
allows to query the correlation between them, e.g. querying evens related to
the same artifact.

– Multi process: The approach allows to query aspects related to several
processes at the same time on the same dataset.

– Multi log: Several event logs can be queried at the same time in order to
combine results for a single query.

– Multi data schema: Several data schemas can be considered in a single
query.

Looking at Table 1, it can be seen that most of the approaches can be cat-
egorized in one of two big groups: provenance-oriented and business process
oriented. The provenance-oriented approaches [3–12] usually support some kind
of provenance model, data lineage or so. However, not all the approaches under
this category support every aspect of data provenance. Only one of them [7] is
database-oriented and considers states and artifacts. Most of the business process
oriented approaches [13–26] seem to ignore data provenance aspects, and focus
mainly on capturing causal relations of business activities and supporting dif-
ferent ways to query the data. There is an outlier [27] that focuses only on the
temporal analysis of event logs using temporal logic checking. However, this solu-
tion ignores all other aspects of the data. As can be seen, none of the existing
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Table 1. Comparison of features for the references at the end of the systematic review.
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[3] Answering regular path queries on workflow provenance � � � �
[4] Capturing and querying workflow runtime provenance with PROV: A

practical approach
� � � �

[5] Modeling and querying scientific workflow provenance in the D-OPM � � � � � �
[6] Towards a scalable semantic provenance management system � � � � � �
[7] Towards integrating workflow and database provenance � � � � � � � � �
[8] MTCProv: A practical provenance query framework for many-task

scientific computing
� � � � � �

[9] OPQL: A first OPM-level query language for scientific workflow
provenance

� � � � �

[10] Storing, reasoning, and querying OPM-compliant scientific workflow
provenance using relational databases

� � � � � �

[11] XQuery meets Datalog: Data relevance query for workflow trustworthiness � � � �
[12] Amodel for user-oriented data provenance in pipelined scientific workflows � � � � �
[13] A knowledge driven approach towards the validation of externally acquired

traceability datasets in supply chain business processes
� � � �

[14] Process query language: A way to make workflow processes more flexible � � � �
[15] Workflow History Management � � �
[16] The HIT model: Workflow-aware event stream monitoring � � � � �
[17] Semantic Enabled complex Event Language for business process monitor-

ing
� � � � � � � �

[18] A framework supporting the analysis of process logs stored in either
relational or NoSQL DBMSS

� � � �

[19] Business impact analysis: a framework for a comprehensive analysis and
optimization of business processes

� � � � � �

[20] Model-driven event query generation for business process monitoring � � � �
[21] Querying process models based on the temporal relations between tasks � � �
[22] A query language for analyzing business processes execution � � � � � � � �
[23] Top-k projection queries for probabilistic business processes � � � � �
[24] Integration of Event Data fromHeterogeneous Systems to Support Business

Process Analysis
� � � � �

[25] Enabling semantic complex event processing in the domain of logistics � � � �
[26] Optimizing complex sequence pattern extraction using caching � � � �
[27] Log-based understanding of business processes through temporal logic

query checking
� �

Our approach � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

approaches succeeds at combining data provenance and business processes with
a good support for querying aspects.

The insight from this literature review is that in the field of process data
querying, there is a need for a solution that combines business process analysis
with the data perspective, which also allows to query all this information in an
integrated way. Taking into account that, in most cases, the execution of business
processes is supported by databases, the consideration of the data perspective
becomes specially relevant.

3 Data-Aware Process Oriented Query Language

To illustrate our approach for process data querying, we propose the following
running example. Consider that we want to study a process related to ticket
sales and the organization of concerts. To support this, a database is used, which
stores all the information relating to customers, bookings, tickets, concert halls,
seats, bands, and concerts. The simplified schema of such a database is depicted
in Fig. 3.

The analysis of such an environment presents many challenges. The most
prominent one is the lack of explicit process execution information. The data
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Fig. 3. Data schema of the example database

schema in Fig. 3 does not allow to record events or execution trails like cases
or process instances. However, this issue has been dealt with in [28], where we
explore several methods to obtain events from database settings and a meta
model is proposed to store all the information about the process and data per-
spectives. From now on, whenever we refer to this example, we will assume the
existence of a data set that complies with the meta model proposed in [28]. This
meta model, that can be observed in Fig. 4, allows to combine the traditional
process view (events, instances and processes), with the data perspective (data
models, objects and object versions).

In order to provide a solution that enables the querying of event data consid-
ering process and data perspectives, we propose a new query language. The Data-
Aware Process Oriented Query Language (DAPOQ-Lang), built as an interface
on top of the meta model proposed in [28], allows to query not only process
execution data such as events and cases, but related objects, its versions and
data schemas as well, together with temporal properties of all these elements.
The combination of all these aspects makes it possible to get better insights
and improve the user experience. The process-oriented nature of this language
improves query development time and readability, which business analysts will,
hopefully, appreciate. A detailed definition of the syntax and additional docu-
mentation on the language can be found on the website of the project2. In the
subsections below we provide some examples of use of the language related to
the different characteristics.

3.1 Input Data Aspects

Event data: Our query language is based on the meta model proposed in [28].
An ER diagram of this meta model is depicted in Fig. 4. As can be observed,
logs, cases, and events are part of it. Listing 2 provides an example of a query
to obtain a certain subset of events.

2 https://www.win.tue.nl/∼egonzale/projects/dapoq-lang/.

https://www.win.tue.nl/~egonzale/projects/dapoq-lang/
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Fig. 4. ER diagram of the meta model

Listing 2. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the events for which attribute “address”
contains the substring “Madrid”.

re turn a l lEvent s where at . address CONTAINS “Madrid”

Model-based: Being model based, it is possible to make queries that combine
event data with model information such as activities. For example, Listing 3
shows a query to obtain events that belong to a specific activity of a certain
process.

Listing 3. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the events corresponding to activities which
label contains the substring “update”of the process named “concert-organizing”.

re turn eventsOf ( a c t i v i t i e sO f ( a l l P r o c e s s e s where name == “concert−o rgan i z ing ”)

where name CONTAINS “update ”)

Storage model: As has been mentioned before, the language builds on top
of the meta model described in [28], and the ER diagram in Fig. 4. This meta
model represents a valid storage model for event data combining the process and
data perspectives on a single structure.

3.2 Provenance Aspects

Provenance-oriented: Data provenance aims at tracing the origins of data
and enabling reproducibility of experiments. An example of tracing the origins
of such data is presented in Listing 4, in which we query all the events that
affected a specific object in our dataset.

Listing 4. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the events that affected a specific object.

re turn eventsOf ( a l lOb j e c t s where id == “43”)

Data lineage: Some of the data lineage aspects, such as the origins of data,
have been covered in the example in Listing 4. However, data lineage also deals
with the lifecycle of objects. Listing 5 is an example of lifecycle and data history,
querying all the existing versions that existed through time of a certain object.
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Listing 5. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the versions of objects affected by a specific
case.

re turn ver s i onsOf ( a l lCa s e s where id == “77”)

Dependency graphs/Relations: Data relations are a fundamental aspect of
our approach. Relations hold between object versions during certain periods of
time. Listing 6 shows that it is possible to query all the objects that have ever
been related to another specific object.

Listing 6. DAPOQ-Lang query to get booking objects related to the customer
“Customer35”.

var book ings = objec t sOf ( a l l C l a s s e s where name == “booking ” ) ;

var ob jec t sC = objec t sOf ( vers ionsRelatedTo (

ver s i onsOf ( a l l C l a s s e s where name == “customer ”)

where at .CUSTOMERNAME == “Customer35 ” ) ) ;

r e turn ob jec t sC INTERSECTION bookings

3.3 Business Process Aspects

Business process oriented: Our language is able to query elements specific of
business processes, such as processes, activities, logs, traces and events. Listing 7
demonstrates how to query concurrent activities for a certain process.

Listing 7. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the activities of the same process that have
ever happened concurrently with any “insert”activity for a process called “concert-
organizing”.

var actCon = a c t i v i t i e sO f ( a l l P r o c e s s e s where name == “concert−organ i z ing ” ) ;
re turn concurrentWith ( actCon where name CONTAINS “ i n s e r t ”) INTERSECTION actCon

3.4 Database or Artifact Aspects

Entities/Artifacts: Being based on the meta model depicted by Fig. 4, the
language considers objects as first class elements. Listing 8 shows how to obtain
the objects affected by events in a certain period of time.

Listing 8. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the objects affected by events that happened
between a certain period of time.

r e turn ob jec t sOf ( a l lEvent s where ( timestamp > “2014−01−31 13 :45 : 23”
and timestamp < “2015−01−31 13 : 4 5 : 2 3 ” ) )

Database-oriented: Our language is essentially database oriented, and that
is evident due to the fact that it considers data models, objects and versions.
Listing 9 demonstrates how to obtain classes of a data model.

Listing 9. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the classes of a data model named “concert-
portal”.

re turn c l a s s e sO f ( a l lDatamodels where name == “concert−po r t a l ”)
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State-aware: Given that the language is state-aware, it is possible to query the
values of objects at certain moments in history (versions). Listing 10 shows how
to get the state of a database at a certain moment in time.

Listing 10. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the versions of objects of the class “cus-
tomer”as they where at a certain point in time.

ver s i onsOf ( a l l C l a s s e s where name == “customer ”)
where ( s tar t t imestamp =< “2014−01−31 13 :45 : 23”

and end timestamp => “2014−01−31 13 : 45 : 23” )

3.5 Query Aspects

Relevance querying: Relevance querying refers to relations between data ele-
ments that not only reflect data origin. Our language is able to query relations
of any nature. Listing 11 queries objects that were related at some point with
certain object through a very specific relation.

Listing 11. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the objects that have been related at some
point to a certain ticket (35) by the relationship “ticket concert fk”.

var t i c k e tVe r s = vers ionsOf ( a l l C l a s s e s where name == “ t i c k e t ”) where at . id == “35”;
re turn object sOf ( ver s ionsOf ( a l lR e l a t i o n s h i p s where name == “ t i c k e t c o n c e r t f k ”)

INTERSECTION vers ionsRelatedTo ( t i c k e tVe r s ) )

Temporal properties/querying: The meta model on which our language
is based considers time attributes of different elements of the structure. This
makes it easy to formulate queries with temporal properties with our language.
For example, Listing 12 shows how to obtain activities executed during a certain
period of time.

Listing 12. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the activities that where executed during
a period for the process “ticket-selling”.

return a c t i v i t i e sO f ( c r ea tePer iod (“2014−01−31 13 :45 :23” , “2014−01−31 14 : 4 5 : 2 3” ) )
INTERSECTION a c t i v i t i e sO f ( a l l P r o c e s s e s where name == “t i cke t−s e l l i n g ”)

Event correlation: Events are not considered as single and isolated elements
in DAPOQ-Lang. They can be correlated to cases, logs, versions, objects, etc.
Listing 13 shows a query to obtain events correlated to the same object.

Listing 13. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the events that affected any version of the
object corresponding to the customer named “Customer35”.

re turn eventsOf ( ob jec t sOf ( ve r s i onsOf ( a l l C l a s s e s where name == “customer ”)

where at .CUSTOMERNAME == “Customer35 ”) )

Multi process/Multi log/Multi data schema: An advantage of our app-
roach not found in other approaches is the support to query properties of several
processes, logs, and data schemas at the same time. Listings 14, 15 and 16 show
examples of querying all the processes of several activities, the logs of some
processes and the data schemas that contain a certain relationship.
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Listing 14. DAPOQ-Lang query to get the processes with an activity which name
contains the substring “insert”.

r e turn proces se sOf ( a l l A c t i v i t i e s where name CONTAINS “ i n s e r t ”)

Listing 15. DAPOQ-Lang query to get all the logs of the processes named “ticket-
selling”.

re turn logsOf ( a l l P r o c e s s e s where name == “t i ck e t −s e l l i n g ”)

Listing 16. DAPOQ-Lang query to get the data models with a relationship
“ticket seat pk”.

re turn datamodelsOf ( a l lR e l a t i o n s h i p s where name == “ t i c k e t s e a t p k ”)

4 Implementation

The query language (DAPOQ-Lang) proposed in the previous section has been
implemented as a library3 in Java, and integrated as part of the Process Aware
Data Suite4 (PADAS). The parser for the grammar has been created using
ANTLR5, a parser generator widely used to build languages and other tools.
DAPOQ-Lang queries are executed on OpenSLEX6 files, which store all the data
according to the meta model defined in [28]. In addition to the query engine,

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the tool while writing a query, highlighting a misspelled word.

3 https://www.win.tue.nl/∼egonzale/projects/dapoq-lang/.
4 https://www.win.tue.nl/∼egonzale/projects/padas/.
5 http://www.antlr.org/.
6 https://www.win.tue.nl/∼egonzale/projects/openslex/.

https://www.win.tue.nl/~egonzale/projects/dapoq-lang/
https://www.win.tue.nl/~egonzale/projects/padas/
http://www.antlr.org/
https://www.win.tue.nl/~egonzale/projects/openslex/
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DAPOQ-Lang provides assistance on the query development by means of pre-
dictive typing. This functionality, implemented in the GUI of the tool, helps the
user to write queries by suggesting language keywords as they are typed. Also,
syntax checking is performed simultaneously, highlighting any problematic or
incorrect parts of the query as shown in Fig. 5.

5 Conclusion

This work analyzes the existing approaches for querying execution trails such as
process events, transactions and provenance data. The functionalities of these
approaches have been identified and classified accordingly. As a result of this
study, we have identified the need for a query mechanism that combines both
process and data perspectives and helps with the task of obtaining insights about
the process or workflow under analysis.

To fulfill this need, we proposed a new query language that, combining
process and data perspectives, allows the analyst to ask meaningful questions in
a simple way. Examples of the use of the language have been presented, covering
different aspects of the data, in order to guarantee its usefulness and simplicity.
In addition, we provide an implementation that not only enables the execution,
but also assists on the writing and development of the queries by means of pre-
dictive typing and syntax checking.

The paper shows that it is feasible to develop a query language that satisfies
the needs of process analysts, while keeping simplicity and ease of use. As future
work, a full specification of the language will be provided. Also, efforts will be
made to improve the performance when dealing with big datasets and to keep
the language evolving, adding new functionalities and constructs.
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